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MODULAR UNITS AND WORK PODS TURN OPEN-PLAN OFFICE INTO
SAFE WORKPLACE
WORK & LIFESTYLE

Colour and texture help delineate diﬀerent zones for meeting and working
Spotted: Berlin-based Studio Aisslinger transformed a large open space into a colour-ﬁlled,
adaptable workplace. Pods for concentrated time alone, clearly designated meeting areas and a
range of modular units that allow for seated or standing collaboration help colleagues maintain social
distance. Bright, saturated colours set against a neutral background delineate each area, creating
natural spacing between zones while still allowing for unimpeded foot traﬃc.
Perforated, folding metal screens and heavy fabric curtains provide for ﬂexibility of use across the
space. Thick carpets indicate meeting areas as well as provide acoustic support. Making oﬃces
more ﬂexible allows for set-ups to change as per local requirements, whether that be of the teams
in situ or public health guidelines. The colour is an important part of making it easy for employees to
socially distance without emphasising the coldness of separation.
Millions of businesses around the world have had to change their working patterns to keep their
employees safe, which in turn has substantially changed the use of oﬃce spaces. Springwise has
spotted a range of innovations assisting with this large-scale alteration, including a multi-functional
chair that turns into a desk and a device that provides an interactive, virtual visualisation of
colleagues working elsewhere.
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Takeaway:
As well as increasing demand for modularity and ﬂexibility, recent changes in workspaces have
thrown up interesting questions of size. Distributed workforces mean micro oﬃces could be
more useful now that businesses no longer need to accommodate all employees in a single
location. Similarly, home-based workers are now looking for longer-term solutions that provide
more amenities and professional support than the kitchen table or family room couch and that
can still be integrated into home or garden space.

